The Summary of Notarial Deed
Notarial Deed
executed on October 16, 2006 ( the sixteenth of October of the year two thousand and six) by me,
JUDr.Tomáš Oulík, Notary Public in Prague, with the registered seat in Prague 1, Klimentska 1,
at the same place in the Hospital in Motol, Prague 5,………………on the base of the under stated
participants´application ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The following persons are present: : -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Mr. Zdeněk MILER, ( personal data left out )------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Mrs. JUDr. Milena Fischerová, ( personal data left out) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------who both provided their identity to me by the valid identification cards and who declared that
they are qualified to the legal acts. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The participant asked me to execute, in the form of the Notarial Deed, following ------------------

---- deed about the appointment of the inheritance administrator --The first: I, Zdeněk Miler, hereby determines to after my death up to the termination of the
inheritance proceeding Mrs. JUDr. Milena Fischerova, Attorney at law, administer in the full
scope and without any limitation all my copyrights and the agenda connected with them,
including the conclusion of the contracts and agreements and control of their fulfillment,
including the royalty collection, including the administration and recovery of debts, including
fulfillment of the relating obligations and tax administration, including protection of my copyrights,
including the claims enforcement following from the authorized or unauthorized utilization of my
copyright work by the legal way. The appointed administrator of the inheritance is authorized to
collect royalties collections on the special account, from which she can pay all relating payment
obligations and costs and after the inheritance administration termination she is obliged herself
to charge duly the execution of the inheritance administration.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The second: I, JUDr.Milena Fischerova, hereby agree with this appointment to the position of
the administrator of the inheritance of Mr.Zdenek Miler in accordance with the § 480d sect. 2 of
the Civil Code and hereby acknowledge that I am obliged myself to take the execution of my
position immediately as I will get to know about the death of Mr.Zdeněk Miler.

***
I executed this Notarial Deed about the above stated, the participants read it, they declared that this
Notarial Deed word to word corresponds to their own free and serious will and they confirm it by their
personal signatures. After that, the Notary Public, signed this Notarial Deed and connected the stamp of
my official notarial stamp.

Zdeněk Miler v.r.

Milena Fischerová v.r.

Tomáš Oulík v.r. round stamp printed

